Abstract: Equations governing the elastic scattering of electrons are applied to the knock-on displacement of atoms along a substrate, yielding analytical expressions for the surface-translation energy, threshold incident energy, and displacement rate. For a surface perpendicular to the incident beam, scattering angles around 908 contribute most to the kinetic energy of surface atoms. Tilting the specimen lowers the threshold incident energy for displacement and leads to anisotropy in the atomic motion but has little effect on the directionallyaveraged displacement rate. The rate of beam-induced adatom motion is predicted to exceed that of roomtemperature thermal motion when the surface-diffusion energy is greater than about 0.5 eV.
INTRODUCTION
The motion of single heavy atoms and adatom clusters on a thin carbon support was first recorded using field-emission scanning transmission electron microscopes~STEMs! constructed by coworkers~Isaacson et al., 1976, 1977!. Their STEMs used an acceleration voltage around 30 kV, and the observed motion was attributed to thermal excitation, supported by the fact that cooling the specimen reduced the activity~Wall, 1979!. More recent high-resolution STEMs operate at higher voltage and, thanks to aberration correction, higher current density~Krivanek et al., 2008! and atom motion have again been observed~Krivanek et al., 2010!. The calculations described here address the question of whether this motion is thermal or beam induced, which in turn relates to the possibility of preventing atomic motion during TEM imaging or else using it to study the rates and mechanisms of surface diffusion. Both options have direct application to TEM studies of catalysts and chemical reactions Nellist & Pennycook, 1996; Crozier, 2011; Sharma, 2012!. Beam-induced atom motion could be a consequence of the energy transferred from incident electrons directly to atomic nuclei~as in elastic scattering! or via atomic electrons as in inelastic scattering!. In the case of low-energy~,1 keV! electrons, only the inelastic mechanism is involved, as documented in electron-stimulated desorption~DIET! literaturẽ Ramsier & Yates, 1991 !. High-angle elastic scattering can lead to knock-on displacement of an atom, but only if the incident-electron energy E 0 exceeds some threshold value E 0 th , typically many keV. For E 0 ' 30 keV and heavy atoms on a carbon substrate, Isaacson et al.~1976 ! concluded that the inelastic mechanism was likely unimportant compared to knock-on displacement, and at higher E 0 the role of inelastic scattering is probably even less~as discussed below!.
Knock-on displacement damage can take the form of the displacement of atoms from a lattice site to an interstitial position, but this requires a displacement energy E d of some tens of eV, making E 0 th several hundred keV for most elements. Atoms at grain boundaries are displaced more easily because of their lower binding energy. Displacement also takes the form of the complete removal of surface atoms~electron-induced sputtering!, E 0 th being often below 200 keV~Bradley, 1988!. Adatoms on top of a surface are even more weakly bound~with an adsorption energy E ad !, which should result in an even lower threshold energy.
The process considered in this article is not the removal of atoms but their motion along the surface, for which the energy transfer need only exceed the activation energy for surface diffusion E sd , which is lower than E ad by typically a factor of 3 or more. The main questions to be answered are how the displacement rate depends on the incident-electron energy, the incident-current density, and the orientation of the specimen, in addition to the atomic number of the adatom and the nature of the substrate. We will also compare predictions of the electron-induced and thermallygenerated rates to see which mechanism predominates at a given specimen temperature and incident-current density.
KINETICS OF ADATOM DISPLACEMENT
The energy imparted to an atomic nucleus when an incident electron is scattered elastically through an angle u is E ϭ E max sin 2~u /2! ϭ~E max /2!~1 Ϫ cos u!.~1! Here E max is the maximum possible energy transfer, which occurs for u ϭ 1808 and is given in eV~if the incidentelectron kinetic energy E 0 is expressed in keV! by
In this discussion, we assume that essentially all the mass of the scattering atom~mass number A! resides in the nucleus rest mass M !, an assumption that is accurate to better than 0.1% even for the lightest atom~hydrogen!.
The energy acquired by the nucleus can be written as E ϭ p 2 /2M, where p is the acquired momentum, nonrelativ-. The x-component of momentum~perpendicular to the incident-electron trajectory! is p{sin f, where f is the angle of momentum transfer relative to the beam~z-direction!~see Fig. 1 !.
If the scattering atom resides on a surface that is oriented perpendicular to the incident beam, the kinetic energy it acquires in a direction parallel to the surface is
since f ϭ p/2 Ϫ u/2, as seen from the vector diagram for elastic scattering~Fig. 1!. The maximum translational energy of an adatom is therefore E surf ϭ E max /4 and results from a scattering angle of 908~see Fig. 2 , solid curve!. The momentum transfer is then at f ϭ 458 and the total energy transfer is E ϭ E max /2, the difference~E Ϫ E surf ϭ E max /4! being imparted to the atom in the z-direction. Small scattering angles give low E surf because E is small; angles close to 1808 give large E~approaching E max !, but the momentum transfer is close to the z-direction, giving an x-component E surf that is again small~Fig. 2, solid curve!. Figure 3 shows the maximum kinetic energy~E surf ϭ E max /4! that an adatom can acquire along the surface, assuming the latter to be perpendicular to the incident beam. The values are seen to range from fractions of an eV to many eV, depending on the chemical species of the adatom and incident-electron energy.
If the adatom is at a low-energy site on the surface, it will move to some nearby site if E surf Ͼ E sd , where E sd is the energy barrier between the sites. We take E sd as the surface diffusion energy, given for a few adatom/substrate combinations in Table 1 . Venables~2000! gives data for other systems, particularly metals. Values of E sd are necessarily less than the absorption energy E ad but they vary considerably, even between different determinations on the same adatom/ substrate system. E ad between 1 and 10 eV is typical of chemisorption, where chemical bonds are formed between the adatom and substrate; 0.05-0.5 eV is typical for physisorption, involving mainly van der Waals bonding~Ven-ables, 2000!. Values of E ad and E sd vary considerably with the crystallographic orientation of the surface plane and are higher for atoms adsorbed at an edge or kink site on a stepped surface.
For an untilted specimen~G ϭ 0 in Fig.1 !, the threshold incident energy E 0 sd , below which no surface displacement occurs is given in by Table 1 . The threshold E 0 sd can also be obtained from Figure 3 , as the incident energy corresponding to a given surface-diffusion energỹ vertical axis!. Incident energies of some hundreds of keV are needed to displace the heaviest atoms along a surface, whereas energies of a few tens of keV displace light atoms. As shown in Table 1 , the threshold incident energy for U-atom motion is 315 keV, taking the surface-diffusion energy ϭ 0.95 eV as deduced by Isaacson, so the cross section for 18.6 keV incident electrons should be zero, consistent with the low value~,0.82 barn! deduced by Isaacson et al.~1977!. If the specimen surface is tilted through an angle G~see Fig. 1 !, equation~3! becomes
The u-dependence of E surf is now asymmetrical for positive and negative scattering angles within the plane of incidencẽ Fig. 2 !. Large G allows the transferred momentum to become nearly parallel to the surface at a large scattering angle, so E surf~G ! approaches E max~s ee Fig 
CROSS SECTIONS FOR ADATOM DISPLACEMENT
To determine the conditions under which beam-induced motion is observable, we need to calculate an appropriate knock-on cross section. Neglecting screening~by atomic electrons! of the nuclear field and diffraction effects~which are prominent at low angles, in crystalline samples!, the differential cross section for elastic scattering is given by the Rutherford formula:
where q ϭ 2k 0 sin~u/2! ϭ~2p/h!p and k 0 ϭ 2p/l is the incident-electron wavenumber for a de Broglie wavelength l. Screening can be approximately incorporated by assuming a nuclear potential of the form @Ze/~4p« 0 r!# exp~Ϫr/ r 0 !, and r 0 Ϸ a 0 Z Ϫ1/3 in the Lenz-Wentzel model~Reimer, 1998!, giving
,~7! where u 0 ϭ~k 0 r 0 ! Ϫ1 . Equation~7! makes the cross sections more realistic at small angles~,28!, but Rutherford values are fairly accurate for medium angles~28-208, for typical E 0 !. At high scattering angle, good accuracy requires a Mott cross section ds M /dV that deviates significantly from ds R /dV for heavy elements and higher incident energies, being a factor of 2 higher at u ϭ 908 and 30% lower at u ϭ 1808 in the case of gold and E 0 ϭ 500 keV~Oen, 1973!. Since E sd is known only approximately, displacement rates cannot be predicted with high accuracy, and the Rutherford model is sufficient for our purpose, especially because~for typical E sd ! low-angle cross sections are not needed. Whatever model is used for the differential cross section, the total displacement rate R e due to electron bombardment is given by R e ϭ~J/e!s sd ϭ~J/e! ͵~ds/du!du ϭ 2p~J/e! ͵sinu~ds/dV!du,~8!
where J is the incident-beam current density and e is the electronic charge. For an untilted specimen~G ϭ 0!, the integration limits are obtained by setting E surf ϭ E sd in equation~3!, giving
where E max is again given by equation~2!. Use of the Rutherford formula allows an analytical solution: , corresponding~for example! to 1 nA in a 1 nm 2 probe. R e would be a factor of 10 higher for J ϭ 10 6 A/cm 2~p ossible with an aberration-corrected fieldemission probe!, and 1,000 times lower for J ϭ 100 A/cm 2 typical of TEM imaging!. The main effect of lower atomic number is to reduce the displacement rate but to extend the possibility of displacement to substrates giving higher adsorption energy E ad , where the surface-diffusion energy E sd is also likely to be higher. Low incident energy~e.g., 60 keV, Fig. 4b ! restricts the possibility of beam-induced surface diffusion to lighter elements and/or low diffusion energy E sd .
COMPARISON OF BEAM-INDUCED AND THER MAL DISPLACEMENT
The displacement rates in Figure 4 are mostly thousands per second, implying that~at this high current density! an adatom is displaced in less than 1 ms. An important comparison is with the thermal displacement rate, given approximately by R th ϭ n exp~ϪE sd /kT !,~11! where n is an adatom vibration frequency, taken here as 10 13 Hz. In comparison with R e , the dependence of R th on the diffusion energy E sd is very steep, so the T ϭ 300 K and T ϭ 100 K lines divide Figure 4 into three regions that are determined largely by the activation energy for diffusion E sd .
For E sd . 0.5 eV, beam-induced motion predominates for substrates at or below room temperature, except for heavy elements~Z . 47! where the energy transfer~at E 0 ϭ 200 keV or below! is insufficient. For 0.2 eV , E sd , 0.5 eV, beam-induced motion is possible for all elements but exceeds the thermal-activation rate only in the case of a low-temperature substrate. For E sd , 0.2 eV, characteristic of physical adsorption, beam-induced motion exists for all elements but is overwhelmed by thermal motion, even when the beam-current density is as high as 10 5 A/cm 2 . As suggested by the very different slopes of R e and R th in Figure 4 , the energy distribution of beam-induced excitations is much more extended than that of thermal excitation. This situation is illustrated in Figure 5 , which shows dR e /dE surf~f or Z ϭ 92, E 0 ϭ 200 keV, J ϭ 10 6 A/cm 2 ! in comparison with the thermal distributions for T ϭ 300 K and T ϭ 100 K~solid and dashed straight lines!, calculated as dR th /dE surf ϭ~n/kT !exp~ϪE surf /kT !.~12! According to equation~12!, less than 2%~or ,10 Ϫ5 at T ϭ 100 K! of the thermally-mobile atoms have kinetic energies 0.1 eV higher than the diffusion barrier E sd . In contrast, dR e /dE surf has an extended tail, implying a substantial number of atoms with higher energies. Some adatoms might therefore be expected to move relatively large distances before losing their excess energy, as observed by Isaacson et al.~1977! for uranium atoms and Batson~2008! for gold atoms on carbon.
These considerations suggest comparing thermal and beam-induced activation in terms of the kinetic energy given to adatoms, rather than their displacement rate. For beam-induced motion, R e is given by equation~8!, E surf by equation~3!, and the integration limits by equation~9!. Using the Rutherford model for ds/du, taking G ϭ 0 and substituting S ϭ sin 2~u /2! ϭ E/E max , the energy transfer per adatom per second is
where the integration limits, equivalent to equation~9!, are
The thermal kinetic energy transmitted along the surfacẽ per adatom per second! is E th ϭ ͵kT~dR th /dE surf ! dE surf ϭ n ͵exp~ϪE surf /kT ! dE surf ϭ nkT exp~ϪE sd /kT ! .~1
5! As seen in Figure 6 , E e falls off less rapidly than R e as the diffusion-barrier energy E sd increases. However, our previous conclusion remains valid: where the incident-electron energy is high enough to cause displacement of surface atoms, the resulting motion is likely to exceed the thermal motion if E sd . 0.5 eV~for a room-temperature substrate! or if E sd . 0.2 eV~for a substrate at 100 K!.
DISCUSSION
A major uncertainty in quantifying adatom motion is the activation energy E sd for surface displacement. Literature values, based on calculations or surface-diffusion measurements, are sparse. Moreover, the condition of the surface is usually unknown, although TEM observation can cast some light on this. If the surface has atomic steps, the adatom binding energy is increased at those sites and atoms may preferentially diffuse along step edges. In many specimens, a layer of bound water molecules or hydrocarbon contamination covers the surface, changing the value of E sd . In the case of graphene, it is believed that doping with atoms such as oxygen can locally increase the adsorption energy of Pt atoms~Groves et al., 2012!. Presumably the Pt-atom mobility remains low until the sites with high binding energy are filled.
Our treatment has ignored any directionality of E sd within the surface plane. Clearly, atomic motion will be easier in some directions than others. We have also ignored the momentum component~imparted to an adatom! perpendicular to the surface. This component presumably causes a temporary oscillation of the atom, equivalent to an increased temperature, and might increase the radiationenhanced surface diffusion~Banhart, 1999! or even lead to a difference in the motion of atoms on the beam-entrance and beam-exit surfaces of a TEM specimen. Molecular dynamics calculations could help to resolve such questions.
As seen from Figures 3 and 6 , the kinetic energies of beam-excited adatoms can be many eV. Even for E surf ϭ 0.1 eV and the heaviest atom~2 38 U!, the equivalent speed is nearly 300 m/s, so an atom moves an interatomic distancẽ 0.3 nm! in about 1 ps. The probability of recording it "in flight" is therefore very low, and a video of atomic motion should show the atoms jumping between low-energy sites. Sometimes gold atoms on carbon have been observed to move around continuously, with only rare sudden movements~Krivanek et al., 2012!. The explanation may be the porous structure of amorphous carbon, meaning that adatoms move on a rough external surface or even on internal surfaces within the film, in which case the z-component of motion would be not be visible and the movement would appear more continuous.
As demonstrated in Figure 2 , tilting the specimen increases the maximum energy transferred to surface atoms but decreases the energy transfer at low scattering angles. If we average over four directions~6x, 6y! within the surface plane, the predicted rate of beam-induced displacement varies by less than a factor of 2 as the specimen is tilted up to 808, as shown in Figure 7 . What should be observable in a tilted specimen, however, is a preference for atomic motion in a direction that takes advantage of the ϩz-component of momentum transfer~downhill in Fig. 1 !. According to our calculations, the displacement rate in the preferred direction is increased by typically more than a factor of 2, and the rate in the opposite direction is reduced by an even larger factor.
In the case of a tilted specimen, the large energy transfer at high scattering angles~Fig. 2! implies that the threshold incident energy E 0 sd is reduced, as illustrated in Figure 8 . As the specimen tilt G increases from 0 to 908, E 0 sd falls from the value given by equation~4! toward a threshold value:
that would apply to electron-induced sputtering from a surface with binding energy E sd~E gerton et al., 2010!. The threshold may therefore be lower for a rough surface compared to a smooth surface with the same overall orientation. For incident energies just above the threshold, the effect of irradiation could be to drive atoms to locations~hills or valleys! where the local orientation is more nearly perpendicular to the beam. Although our discussion has referred to adatoms lying on top of a surface, the analysis should apply also to atoms lying within a surface plane, provided the displacement energy E sd includes the energy needed to promote a surface atom to an adatom. This energy might come largely from the knock-on momentum component perpendicular to the surface, leading perhaps to a difference in the radiationenhanced surface-diffusion rates on the top and bottom surfaces of specimen.
In the case of atoms lying within an atomically flat plane, simple considerations suggest that the incidentenergy threshold for sputtering is given by equation~16! with E sd replaced by~5/3!E s , where E s is the sublimation energy, and observations on metals support this conjecturẽ Egerton et al., 2010 !. Sputtering would then result in a rough surface and a lower threshold, but the original surface might be restored if thermal or beam-induced surface motion is sufficient to fill the defect sites~of lower binding energy! thus created.
Finally, it seems worthwhile to revisit the question of whether inelastic scattering by a surface atom can lead to its displacement. After receiving energy from an incident electron, an atom returns to its ground state with the emission of a photon or a secondary~or Auger! electron. The photon has very little momentum in relation to its energy, but an electron with kinetic energy K e has a momentum mv~where v is the velocity of escape and m is the rest mass m 0 for K e Ͻ Ͻ m 0 c 2 ! and imparts an equal but opposite momentum to the atom~mass M !. The kinetic energy received by the atom is therefore K a ϭ~m 0 v! 2 /~2M ! and can exceed the surfacedisplacement energy E sd only if K e Ͼ K e min ϭ~M/m 0 !E sd ϭ uA/m 0 !E sd . Taking E sd ϭ 0.1 eV, the required values of K e min are 1,094 eV for A ϭ 12~carbon!, increasing to 4.3 keV for A ϭ 238~uranium!, and ten times higher if E sd ϭ 1 eV. The probability of an atom absorbing and then releasing this much energy depends on the inelastic-scattering cross section s i for an energy loss E Ͼ K e min and will be higher for a light atom such as carbon because of the lower value of K e min . A rough estimate of this cross section can be obtained from energy-loss measurements on carbon~Egerton, 1975!, which suggest s i ' 300 barn for E . 1,094 eV and an incident energy of 80 keV. For comparison, equation~10! gives a knock-on cross section of 17,000 barn for E sd ϭ 0.1 eV and E 0 ϭ 80 keV. So it appears unlikely that the inelastic scattering of high-energy incident electrons by adatoms~even those of low atomic number! contributes substantially to their displacement.
The situation is different for low-energy~,5 keV! incident electrons, whose kinetic energy falls below the knock-on displacement threshold for most adatoms, leaving electronic excitation as the sole mechanism. In fact, the inelastic scattering that leads to electronic excitation becomes more efficient as the incident energy decreases. It can result in the ejection of atoms from a surface~DIET process! and may also cause displacement along the surface. This displacement should be isotropic, regardless of the orientation of the surface relative to the incident beam and therefore distinguishable from knock-on displacement, which is predicted to be anisotropic in the case of nonnormal oblique! incidence.
It might be argued however that adatom motion may be induced by inner-shell inelastic scattering by adatoms or substrate-surface atoms; the resulting Auger event would cause two electrons to leave the atom, with possible nuclear rearrangement resulting in bond breakage~Isaacson et al., 1973!. However, such an effect should have been seen by Isaacson et al.~1977!, the cross section for K-shell ionization of a substrate carbon atom by a 28.6 keV incident electron being about 60,000 barn. Consequently, the low cross section for beam-induced U-atom motion estimated experimentally~,0.82 barn! argues against the importance of this particular mechanism.
Even so, beam-substrate interaction has been hypothesized to enhance the surface diffusion of atoms and small particles~Batson, 2008! and would lower the effective value of E sd . To account for subthreshold sputtering in graphene, Robertson et al.~2012! proposed that inelastic scattering by substrate atoms results in increased atomic vibration, an effect that could weaken the bonding of adatoms. Such effects presumably require atomic displacement while the substrate is still in an excited state, so they should be detectable from a nonlinear dependence of atom motion on incident-current density.
The broad spectrum of energies that can be given to adatoms~see Figs. 3, 5! suggests that knock-on displacement may also be a factor in the motion and rearrangement of small particles~Marks, 1994!.
CONCLUSIONS
We have used elastic-scattering theory to predict some properties of beam-induced displacement of adatoms on a surface exposed to an electron beam. If the surface is perpendicular to the beam, the surface-translation energy E surf is largest for a scattering angle of 908. As the sample is tilted, scattering angles above 908 contribute a larger amount of energy and the incident-energy threshold falls. The overall displacement rate changes by less than a factor of 2, but there should be a preference for motion that includes a component in the incident-beam direction, with decreased motion in the opposite direction.
Beam-induced motion of adatoms can occur if the incident energy E 0 exceeds some threshold value, generally below 300 keV and lower than the knock-on threshold for displacing the same atom within the bulk of a solid or sputtering it from a surface. For perpendicular incidence, this threshold is given by equation~4!, which in many cases AE sd , 100 eV! implies that displacement occurs if E sd eV! ,~0.35/A!E 0~k eV! to a rough approximation, A being the atomic weight of the adatom and E sd its surfacediffusion energy. But if E sd is less than about 0.5 eV~for a room-temperature specimen! or 0.2 eV~for T ϭ 100 K!, thermal motion is likely to exceed beam-induced motion for typical TEM current densities~J . 100 A/cm 2 !. Because of the exponential dependence of thermal motion on temperature, cooling the specimen should be highly effective in reducing such motion. Beam-induced motion is reduced by lowering the incident-current density or the accelerating voltage of the TEM.
